
Advertisers Quick

Start Guide

Welcome to ClickAdilla self-serve platform. This is
our onboarding guide, where we have gathered
the most common instructions, useful tips and
topics. You'll learn how to create ad sets, set up
correctly targeting options and track statistics.
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With traffic in our ad network you can show you ads to users
worldwide. We provide high quality traffic from Adult and
Mainstream sources.

There are 10 ad formats and different ad placements in our
inventory. You will find detailed information on each of them
further in this Guide.

Min bid starts at $0.001. 

Use the Traffic chart to find approximate bids, traffic volume
for each GEO, and ad format.

Launching of an advertising campaign with our self-serve
platform is fast and easy. You can fully control your campaigns,
budget and optimize their performance.

To start you have to log in your account and create ad set.
Choose an ad format that best suits your offer. Details on the
best verticals for our traffic will be further.

Key features &

traffic options

https://app.clickadilla.com/login
https://app.clickadilla.com/ads


banner

ad format

Desktop & Tablet (300x250, 315x300, 728x90, 160x600,
900x250)
Web Mobile (300x100, 300x250, 315x300, 900x250)
In-App Mobile (300x50, 300x250, 320x480, 320x50, 728x90)

In our inventory 9 banner sizes, which fall into 3 categories:

Banner sizes 728x90 and 300x250 have different ad placements.

Banner 300x250 is the most common in our ad network and have
different locations.

Pricing models: CPC, CPM, flat deal.
Acceptable formats: JPG, PNG, GIF, iframe;
Max size: 1024Kb

https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3049671-what-are-the-requirements-for-banners


Smart Rotator

We accept banners in javascript and HTML codes. This
format can not be added by the client in the interface, but
you can always ask your Personal Manager or Support
manager to check and add it to your account. The price for
selfcode banners will be a bit different, all of the details can
be provided by our Manager’s Team. 

iFrame banners

This feature help advertisers to determine the best ad
creative via CTR. Specify the number of impressions and
time. Once the best creative is determined, it will receive all
traffic automatically.



Native ad format is a banner with a title. It imitates website's
content and is designed to fight banner blindness. Website visitors
look at such types of ads 50% more than to regular display ads.
Native ads are located in a special area and usually consists of 2 - 5
blocks.

Native ad format works on all devices: desktop, mobile and tablet.
Mobile native advertising content is similar to desktop and tablet
versions. The main difference is in user behavior on these devices.
People are more likely to use desktop computers in the office or
for work activities, and mobile devices and tablets for personal use. 

Each block has two elements:
- Title
- Image (JPG, PNG or GIF)
Size of image 300 x 250 px, but can be customized.
Pricing models: CPC, CPM.

native ads



Popunder or onclick is a window in the browser that opens
after the user clicks on the page. Popunder opens in a new
tab without interrupting users' experience.

Advertisers can get traffic via direct link. It means that you
need to insert the link of your landing page and launch the
ad campaign. Whereas banners, native and push ads require
the creation of special images. 

Requirements for landing pages.

Running a popunder campaign is the best way to conduct
a/b testing of the landing page. Since there are no
intermediate stages in the sales funnel, it is easier to evaluate
the effectiveness of the website or pre-landing page. 

Popunder is versatile ad
format that can be used for
completely different
purposes: lead generation,
driving online sales,
increasing apps downloads
or website visitors.

POPUNDER

ad format

Webcam Case Study[ROI 160%]

https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/2116429-what-are-the-requirements-for-landing-page
https://clickadilla.com/blog/popunder-traffic-webcam-offer-affiliate-case-study
https://clickadilla.com/blog/popunder-traffic-webcam-offer-affiliate-case-study


This feature aims to improve the effectiveness of your advertising
campaigns. Our smart algorithm will help you get conversions at
the target price you set. CPA Goal automatically defines best
sources, which are expected to bring the advertiser conversions. 

  For Beginners
 Beginners will be able to test new offers faster and find a  
 profitable strategy saving money. 

  For Experts
  Advertisers who already have running campaigns in ClickAdilla will
be able to attract more leads for less money.

No need to waste time constantly monitoring statistics. Focus on
improving your landing page. Our system will do the rest for you!

Drive more conversions with CPA Goal

Click to learn 
how to set up a 
CPA Goal campaign

https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4622358-how-to-create-a-cpa-campaign
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4622358-how-to-create-a-cpa-campaign
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4622358-how-to-create-a-cpa-campaign
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4622358-how-to-create-a-cpa-campaign
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4622358-how-to-create-a-cpa-campaign
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4622358-how-to-create-a-cpa-campaign


Web Push notifications are messages sent to a user's device
from a website via a browser. Push messages delivered straight
to a user's device regardless of whether a user browses the
website or not. Web Push ads are best used for sales alerts,
event targeting etc. 

Ad creative consists of icon, title, body and image. Their
appearance differs across browsers and operating systems.

Smart Rotator - this tool automatically defines the the best-
performing ad creative. Ad creative with the highest CTR will get
all traffic.
Lifetime targeting - you can set the max number of days
from the date of the user's subscription.  People, who have just
subscribed are usually more likely to click on ads.

web push

ad format

Web Push ads features

More tips for running web push ads

https://clickadilla.com/blog/web-push-notification-tips-boost-user-engagement


In-Page or Sticky ad format looks like a push message that is
shown on a website while users are on the page. Sticky ads are
designed to be fixed to a specific area of the screen while the
user scrolls through the content. It can be closed at any time. 
There’s a 99% possibility that users will see it. They are
available on all devices: desktops, mobile phones and tablets.
On desktops a message is displayed in the upper right corner
of the screen. On mobile devices - at the bottom of the screen. 

in-page push

ad format

It appears above the content of the web page, while a user
browsing website.
It can reach iOS users, which are inaccessible for web push
ads.

The process of making an ad set is the same as for a web push.
Although In-Page Push is identical to Web Push, it has several
distinctive features:

1.

2.



These are  advertising messages delivered to users via iOS
calendar notifications.
All the iOS devices support this ad format - iPhone, iPad and
Apple Watch.
Notifications delivered to all iOS devices since events are
sent through iCloud and Google calendar if they are sync.

Best practices
Verticals that show the best performance with iOS calendar
alerts are sweepstakes, crypto, finance, gambling, dating, travel,
and mobile apps. Offers that work for push notifications will
work here as well. This ad format works well when events have
an engaging title. Create a sense of urgency in your message.
Use words like “Only Today”, “Now”, “Quick”, “Limited offer” etc.
Also you can add emoji to highlight your message.

iOS calendar

ad format



We have different types of video ads:

In-Stream Pre-Roll - video that starts before the desired
content. It cannot be skipped for some time (usually 10
seconds), so viewers will definitely see the ad message. 
Requirements for In-Stream ads.

Native Roll - video that automatically plays in silent mode
when it comes to the users’ . As the user scrolls down the site
below the video location, the video is paused.

Video Slider - it appears on the bottom right side of the page
partly overlapping the content. Just like native rolls, it
automatically plays without sound. Banner floats on the page
until the user doesn't skip it.

video ads

https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/2926808-what-are-the-requirements-for-in-stream


Video ads isn't all about brand awareness. Marketers leverage
video ads to drive purchase intent and sales. Here you can find
some best practices that will help you to create effective pre-
roll ads.

Features of Video ads in ClickAdilla:
✔  10 seconds skip. Enough to grab the viewer's attention with
your ad message. 
✔  Affordable prices.
✔  High volume. Over 550 million impressions monthly.
✔  Frequency capping. Limit ad impressions for each user.
✔  9 targeting options. Reach your audience by GEO, device and
other options.
✔  Adult creatives are allowed.
✔  VAST & VPAID support.

In case you don’t have an advertising video - not a problem!
Create a Motion banner. This is a tool, which allows you to
make a video just in 5 minutes! All you need to do is add an
image and a couple of sentences with your offer. Also there is a
CTA button. These elements are designed to make your ad
more effective. 
From this picture, text and button, the program creates a short
video that is ideal for Pre-Roll. Come up with a clear message to
make the viewer want to know more and to click on the ad
eventually.

INCREASE SALES WITH VIDEO ADS

How to create video ads in 5 minutes?

Motion banner video tutorial

https://clickadilla.com/blog/how-to-increase-sales-with-pre-roll-video-ads#motionbanner
https://clickadilla.com/blog/motion-banner


It looks like a banner that covers the full screen of the device.
The ad can be dismissed by the user at any time. It works on
mobile and desktop devices.
Interstitial ads are designed to fight banner blindness. Unlike
banners, interstitials keep users attention and users force by
clicking them out or clicking through the ad. It’s the main
advantage of this ad format. 

Pricing model: CPM
Acceptable formats: JPG, PNG, GIF, Selfcode;
Sizes: 1920x1080px for desktop, 900x1600px for mobile
devices.
Max size: 1024Kb

Full-Page Interstitial ads



Direct tab-link is a button on the navigation bar. It consists of a
text and icon (we have 8 presets). It's available only on our
premium sources. Therefore, this is a great option for
promotion of sites with adult content, like webcam, VR,
paid tubes and adult games.

Direct tab-link ads

Navigation bar is a highly visible place on a site, so ads in
this place will bring you a large number of visitors that will
convert into leads eventually.



Gallery is a video preview that is located among the main
content of the site and indistinguishable from it. After clicking
the ad, users redirects to the promoted tube. 

Gallery ad format is designed for owners of adult websites.
This is the best way to promote your paid site or free adult
tube. Buying adult traffic on ClickAdilla you will attract regular
visitors. Adult backlinks will help you to improve search engine
optimization of your sites. 

gallery

ad format

Pricing model: CPC

Gallery ad requirements

https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4456236-what-are-the-requirements-for-gallery-ad


Mobile Banner(300x50)
This is the most popular ad format on mobile web browsers and in
apps. It’s the smallest ad size in our inventory. To get the most out
of a 300×50, make sure you have a concise message to convey and
simple, clear graphics. This way, you can get your message across in
a tiny space.

Games & Entertainment
E-commerce 
Lifestyle (Fitness, Dating, Travel)
Utility Mobile Apps (VPN, Antiviruses, Cleaners)
Online casino, sports betting, and others

In-app advertising is the fastest-growing type of mobile ad and the
best way to increase installs of your own app. While global
competition is mounting, paid advertising is crucial for increasing
app downloads.

In-app banner ads will fit for all kinds of apps:

ip-app

traffic



Mobile Leaderboard (320x50)
It is the big brother of the Mobile banner. The leaderboard is slightly
bigger and visible, fits well seasonal ad campaigns with sales and
special propositions. Mobile Leaderboard is universal, cost-efficient,
and flexible. According to Google, this is one of the TOP performing
Mobile banners.

Mobile Interstitial (320x480)
It’s the largest ad size among in-app banners. Mobile interstitials are
full-screen overlays. Often Interstitial ads show when a user reaches
the next game level, during mobile app navigation, etc. So this way,
users' experience is not interrupted at the most unexpected
moment.

Native in-app ads
This ad format is an improved
version of banner ads. It’s non-
intrusive and less annoying.
Native banner ads are designed
to be a part of app content.
They don’t interrupt gameplay,
so it's an excellent option for
game developers, users and
advertisers.

Pricing models: CPC & CPM



 Dating & Webcam offers
 Sweepstakes
 Gambling & Betting
 Adult Nutra
 Mobile subscriptions
 Software & Mobile utilities
 Crypto

Unsinkable niche in affiliate marketing. The demand for dating
continues.
A wide range of offers for all GEOs and devices.
You don't need to have a big budget to start. It’s possible to find
a converting approach by spending $100.
It’s suitable for a wide variety of ad formats.
Smartlink. A smart algorithm, which contains several CPA offers
and adapts to user data. 

Most popular verticals

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If none of these verticals are familiar to you, we recommend starting
with dating. Since this niche has several advantages for rookie
affiliates:

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Get Inspired by this dating case study.

Affiliate offers can be easily found on the web. A huge number of
affiliate networks have adult , dating, sweepstake affiliate programs.
Better to start running CPA offers on pay-per-lead model or a
Smartlink.

best performed verticals

Best verticals for web push traffic

https://clickadilla.com/blog/popunder-affiliate-dating-smartlink-case-study
https://clickadilla.com/blog/popunder-affiliate-dating-smartlink-case-study
https://clickadilla.com/blog/top-performing-web-push-traffic-verticals


Health & Beauty
Running campaigns with Nutritional supplements is a safe bet,
because humans will never run out of the desire to improve their
health. In this article you'll learn all the tricks of running Nutra offers.

Soft with auto downloads.
Warez.
Downloads from unofficial sources.
Apps that include viruses / malware.

Mobile utilities
Different cleaners, VPN, antiviruses and other mobile apps which
optimize the process of using smartphones are always in demand. 
Using of VPNs is going to become more and more popular,
especially as opportunities to work remotely increase in varying
industries. All biggest providers of VPN services have their own
affiliate programs. 
Check out this guide for running effective ad campaigns with VPN
offers.

It's forbidden to advertise the following in our network:

TIP: Libido-boosting pills, male enhancement, erection creams and
sexual health products show the best performance with our traffic.
Conversely, anti-aging wrinkle creams, female body lotions and
moisturizers wouldn’t work because of the low percent of female
audience.

https://clickadilla.com/blog/how-to-promote-affiliate-nutra-offers-marketing-guide
https://clickadilla.com/blog/how-to-earn-money-from-online-vpn-affiliate-programs


Location 
Show your ads to users within a certain place:  country, state or city.
GEO-targeting best practices
Languages
Device type (desktop, mobile, tablet, game console and others)
Device vendors
Connection Types (LAN or Mobile Network)
Carriers
OS
Browsers
IP2 location types
IP Ranges (Read more)

Some ad formats have unique targeting options:
Lifetime targeting is available for web push ads. Set the max
number of days from the date of users' subscription.
Frequency capping is available for Popunder, Banner, Video and
Full-Page Interstitial ads. Switch it on to limit the number of ad
impressions to 1 per day per unique user.

Targeting is a key success of any advertising campaign. In ClickAdilla
we have several options that help advertisers to reach the right
audience in the right place. 

targeting options

https://clickadilla.com/blog/benefits-of-geo-targeted-display-advertising-campaign#benefits
https://clickadilla.com/blog/IP-ranges


Premium - it’s the traffic that we get from our exclusive partner
TubeCorporate. Selecting Premium you can choose one or several of
the sites from which you would like to buy traffic. 
Run of Network (RON) - a wide collection of websites without the
ability to choose specific sites. You can then blacklist or whitelist
websites.

In case you start your first campaign, we advise to select All sources.
After the tests, look at the statistics. Add to the white list resources,
which give you more conversions and add to the blacklist not relevant
sites. 

In case you start your first campaign, we advise to select All sources.
After the tests, look at the statistics. Add to the white list resources,
which give you more conversions and add to the blacklist not relevant
sites. 

RON and Premium sites

White and Blacklists



Each hour.
Each day.
Total limit for the whole campaign.

You can limit your campaign by the amount of money, clicks or
impressions. Limit types can be set for:

The timezone of our platform is GMT/UTC +0 hours. So, if you would
like to set traffic limit for the exact hour in the GEO, which has a
different timezone, keep in mind the time gap between the two time
zones.

For the best performance, the
promoted content should be relevant
to the site. So you can select between
Adult and Mainstream sources.
However, it makes sense to start with
ALL traffic to test it, or launch a
separate ad campaign for each
category.

TIP: You can turn off ads on a specific day or
hour. This can be very useful in case you have a
call center in your flow. So it makes sense to
show ads during the opening hours of the call
center. 

Categories

Calendar limits



traffic volume & costs

Use the Traffic Chart to check the traffic volume, minimum and 
 maximum bids. This tool shows daily traffic, estimated based on the
last week data. You can find data on all ad formats and countries.
Select ad format to see a list of GEOs in descending volume of daily
traffic. 

Pricebox

This widget shows your level of
competition: the higher your
bid, the more traffic you get.

TIP: To test new offers and new
GEOs, set the bid slightly higher
than the recommended one to
collect data faster. Then you
can move on to optimization
and scaling. Pricebox tool will
help you choose the most
optimal bid.

TIP: Try GEOs where the
competition is not so high
and there is enough traffic.

We work on an auction system. That is, all traffic is received by the
advertisers whose bid is currently higher. In our system, there is no
dependence on receiving traffic on the amount in your account. In
case the traffic is not coming, try raising the bid. If this doesn’t help,
please contact your account manager.

https://app.clickadilla.com/traffic-chart
https://clickadilla.com/ad-formats/popunder


Statistics &

tracking Conversions 

As soon as your advertising campaign was
activated, you will start to get first clicks. All
information about your ad interactions will be
displayed in the Statistics tab.

To track conversions, you have to add your postback URL to the
affiliate network or third party tracking platform. We have prepared
guides with trackers integration:

RedTrack
Voluum
Binom
Bemob

Keitaro
Thrivetracker

AdsBridge
Peerclick

Kintura
Octotracker

Trackwill
FunnelFlux

https://app.clickadilla.com/statistics/campaign-statistics
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3978205-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-redtrack
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3974058-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-voluum
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3977807-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-binom
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3989515-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-bemob
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3722519-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-keitaro
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3722557-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-thrive
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3989640-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-adsbridge
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3977970-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-peerclick
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/3727138-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-kintura
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4167144-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-octotracker
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4206299-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-trackwill
https://help.clickadilla.com/en/articles/4251252-how-to-integrate-conversion-tracking-with-funnelflux


Congratulations! You've acquainted with our network. Now you can
set up your ads more wisely and use all ClickAdilla advantages. Hope
that this guide will help you get the maximum from your advertising
campaigns. 

Our dedicated account managers will help you to boost your
performance. Contact them on Skype or Live-chat. Or ask support
manager for technical information. We’re here to help you 24/7.

Live-chatsupport@clickadilla.com

@clickadillanetwork

clickadilla_team

facebook.com/clickadill
a.ads

youtube.com/c/ClickAdil
laAdNetwork

clickadilla1

clickadilla

https://app.clickadilla.com/campaigns/create
https://www.clickadilla.com/
http://clickadilla.com/?chat
http://t.me/clickadillanetwork
http://instagram.com/clickadilla_team
http://facebook.com/clickadilla.ads
https://www.youtube.com/c/ClickAdillaAdNetwork
http://twitter.com/clickadilla1
http://linkedin.com/company/clickadilla

